Model-based reasoning: using visual tools to reveal student learning
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Luckie D, Harrison SH, Ebert-May D. Model-based reasoning: using visual tools to reveal student learning. Adv Physiol Educ 35: 59–67, 2011; doi:10.1152/advan.00016.2010.—Using visual models is common in science and should become more common in classrooms. Our research group has developed and completed studies on the use of a visual modeling tool, the Concept Connector. This modeling tool consists of an online concept mapping Java applet that has automatic scoring functions we refer to as Robograder. The Concept Connector enables students in large introductory science courses to visualize their thinking through online model building. The Concept Connector’s flexible scoring system, based on tested grading schemes as well as instructor input, has enabled >1,000 physiology students to build maps of their ideas about plant and animal physiology with the guidance of automatic and immediate online scoring of homework. Criterion concept maps developed by instructors in this project contain numerous expert-generated or “correct” propositions connecting two concept words together with a linking phrase. In this study, holistic algorithms were used to test automated methods of scoring concept maps that might work as well as a human grader.
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CONCEPTS WITHIN SCIENTIFIC DISCIPLINES are complex abstractions that experts use to analyze and interpret interconnected qualities of the natural world (4, 29, 30, 46). Yet, college instruction often primarily involves passively transmitting large amounts of simple factual information and then testing student recall (2, 13, 34, 42, 51). In response, students do not learn deeply but rather use memorization to succeed in their courses (1, 2, 13, 16, 35, 37, 49). Beyond providing initial guidance on scientific terminology and basic relationships, college-level instruction may greatly benefit students if it helps show them how to build their knowledge of complex systems.

As a main vehicle in scientific thinking, models are focused depictions of systems that help to explain current understanding and specify hypotheses (8). Visual models can be a way to introduce students to expert thinking and help instructors to discover overall student understanding (12, 29, 30, 33). Visual models are illustrations that attempt to simplify and represent a cycle, mechanism, idea, or system. These can include flow charts, diagrams, or sketches that connect images and words with arrows and phrases. The term “visual” is used here to separate illustrative models from mathematical ones. The value of illustrations such as concept maps is that they can challenge each student to grapple with their understanding about the relationships between important ideas in science (33).

It is useful to bring common practices used in science like visual modeling into the classroom (20, 22, 26, 27). Since students often confront both new vocabulary and ideas, concept maps are an excellent tool to address these needs (25, 33, 36). Our colleagues often agree that it would be desirable to use concept maps in their teaching, yet a significant challenge is grading large numbers of them in introductory courses (39, 40). Scoring a single concept map takes considerably more time than computer scoring of multiple-choice exams. To address these challenges, we developed a new online drawing tool, the Concept Connector, to allow students to easily create concept maps. It was designed to provide instant feedback to students who do not immediately see the proper relationships among concepts. Automated feedback features that stimulate more reflective map building by students and allow rudimentary scoring may enable more instructors to use concept mapping.

In this report, we present a case study that tested the use of our visual modeling software in an introductory biology course. Student data were used to evaluate new scoring algorithms that might be useful for automated grading. In our findings from this study, several topological measures showed potential and may be able to help software strategies approach the same scoring accuracy achieved by an instructor. This could enable a scale up of the use of online visual modeling to aid student learning in physiology and elsewhere.

METHODS

Building the drawing tool software, the Concept Connector. The Concept Connector was designed to present classroom problem sets with a concept map drawing area for science students. A concept map contains concepts and linking words or phrases. When two concept words are connected by a phrase, the unit is called a proposition (Fig. 1). The Concept Connector software allowed students to move any preseeded concept words around, add additional concepts, organize hierarchy, and add linking words and lines. The Concept Connector software is a Java applet that is small in size and browser compatible on every current desktop operating system (e.g., Linux, Mac, and Windows). There is a server layer that handles data transmissions from student-operated Java applets to facilitate archival, submission, and automated grading of concept maps. The server layer also controls selective, instructor-specified delivery of different menu options for concept map modification. The overall outcome is a simple and efficient set of user actions provided as menu controls on the Java applet boundary. We used design methodologies (14, 43) to refine the software interface and performance as well as test the Concept Connector with undergraduate science majors in biology, geology, physics, and chemistry courses. This is a report on one case of a class of biology students.

Building the scoring tool software, Robograder. The drawing software’s automatic grading feature is called Robograder. The Robograder scoring software feature is, at its most basic level, a script that contains all expert-provided correct and incorrect propositions correlated with defined +2, +1, −1, and −2 values. WordNet is an online thesaurus that Robograder can access to amplify the grading matrix created in a spreadsheet by the instructor or expert (Fig. 1B) (23). The
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software can do more than just give feedback of correct or incorrect responses but actually can indicate two levels of positive or negative feedback based on whatever the instructor has defined. For example, they can define “correct” linking words as being either superior (single green halos or red “x”s) feedback or acceptable (double or single green halos) feedback as either single or double symbols and can give neutral feedback (yellow lines).

In each course, the initial phase of software instruction was an in-class tutorial, often led by both the instructor and a student from the class, on using the Concept Connector web application. There is an easel mode where the concept map is developed, and a gallery mode where students manage an archive of their work to receive automatic scoring feedback and carry out the final submission. Concept map homework assignments in physics included “Where does the heat go in an oven?” and those in geology included “Trace the path of the water cycle.” These assignments and further instructions were provided to students directly from the Concept Connector’s course assignment menu. The software allowed students to revise their maps after receiving computer feedback. These courses piloted approaches for having students later also work with a partner to complete a final collaborative version of the map. After submitting their first online assignment, students worked in class with their instructor to evaluate several sample online maps to identify strengths and areas to improve in the visual model.

Teaching with concept mapping in the “case study” introductory biology course. In the introductory biology course case study presented in this report, during a 15-wk semester, the concept map assignments were given at the end of each 3-wk-long unit on a topic and served as an organizer/review of all the connections among the material that had been discussed. Students were provided with a fixed number of concept words and a blank concept map drawing area to work in. The four concept map assignments discussed in this report were on the following topics: map 1, the carbon cycle (8 words); map 2, Mendelian genetics (11 words); map 3, natural selection (10 words); and map 4, ecosystems (13 words). The change of student performance on map 1 versus map 4 is one focus of comparison in our analysis. Student maps were turned in as hard copies and graded by hand. All maps were hand graded by the instructor, and feedback was given to students when each assignment was returned. The instructor would follow up when returning each graded assignment in lecture by placing several example maps (names removed) on a document camera projected on the screen to discuss concept map attributes that were effective and those needing improvement. When used in this report, the term “holistic” refers to a grading method used by instructors that is not purely algorithmic and includes evaluation of the map as a whole, as a creative work, and using some intuition to judge it. In grading maps, the instructor in the biology course followed this approach the hierarchical scoring system developed by the Novak and Gowin (37). They were provided with 10 concepts and a few blank cards to add their own. They were challenged to generate a hierarchy, connections, and linking words. During these introductory training experiences, the instructor moved from group to group, giving guidance and challenging weak or unclear elements of the groups’ visual models.

An extension of the Concept Connector software, a new beta-version of an application called GUIDE, is now under development. It will assist students as they build maps that resemble biogeochemical/nutrient cycles similar to “box diagrams” used by geologists.

Using concept mapping in large introductory science, technology, engineering, and mathematics courses. While the data presented in this case study are focused on a cohort of 76 undergraduate students enrolled in introductory biology, for our research program over the last 10 yr, we have recruited a cohort of over 1,000 physiology majors enrolled in introductory science major courses in biology, chemistry, physics, and geology. In all courses, before being assigned online homework, students learned to build concept maps by hand in groups with index cards (Fig. 2). Students were taught how to build hierarchical conceptual maps as developed by Novak and Gowin (37). They were provided with 10 concepts and a few blank cards to add their own. They were challenged to generate a hierarchy, connections, and linking words. During these introductory training experiences, the instructor moved from group to group, giving guidance and challenging weak or unclear elements of the groups’ visual models.

The instructor’s scoring of each student map was carefully reviewed similar to those developed by Buzan and Buzan (5) and Fisher (19). An extension of the Concept Connector software, a new beta-version of an application called GUIDE, is now under development. It will assist students as they build maps that resemble biogeochemical/nutrient cycles similar to “box diagrams” used by geologists.
after the course and was completed during our examination of all the data.

There was no formal pre- or posttesting used in the biology course or in each unit for student learning. Student work and a classroom instructor’s grading of concept maps was used to search for trends in student maps as well as to test whether some form of computer grading strategy based on topology would correlate with the results of human grading.

Studying network topology approaches. After the class had ended, the research team tested four topology approaches that scored each student’s concept map based solely on its networked structure. These topology approaches are not currently used by Robograder. Methodologies using map network patterns related to hierarchy, “leaves” and “degrees,” and cross-linking, “cycles” and “RMS,” were evaluated. Concept maps with a greater number of lateral connections would score higher on cycles (internal cross-links) or RMS (extended linkings), whereas maps with many stratified levels of hierarchy would score higher on degrees or leaves. Cycles is literally a count of the number of loops involving three or more concept words on a concept map, whereas degrees is a count of the number of propositions connecting to a given concept word. Leaves is defined as the number of terminal ends in the concept map network. RMS is defined as the root of the mean sum of squared distances between all concept word pairs within a concept map. Data were analyzed using R, a software environment for statistical computing and graphics (version 2.6.2).

RESULTS

The concept map drawing and scoring software at work. The concept map drawing tool allowed students to use menus to build a concept map with words, phrases, and lines with arrowheads. The graphic user interface presented input areas for text and some symbols, a menu system on the left side, and a blue drawing area, and major concept words were differentiated from linking words or phrases by font and color (Fig. 1A). Instructors provided the automated scoring software, Robograder, with correct and incorrect linking words or phrase “answers” by building a simple spreadsheet and submitting it (Fig. 1B). Once a student completed the first draft of their concept map, they received feedback from Robograder via visual cues of green halos, red “x”的, and yellow lines to help them identify regions of their concept map that might need revision (Fig. 1C). Submission to the instructor occurred by pressing a button and sending a digital image via e-mail or to a course management system, but often instructors also required a hard copy be generated and turned in during class for hand grading.

A sample of work by two students that was representative of that seen after students worked individually creating complete concept maps with online guidance provided by Robograder is
Overall, a Fisher’s exact test between the consensus and 1 for all four map exercises, and was most significant for age of students achieving maximum scores increased in Table the concept word with the most links in a particular map. The term “hub” is defined here as the subset of student maps that contained the most common as “photosynthesis” in dependencies. Intriguingly, the decrease in student scores for performance on the third assignment on the topic of natural selection The instructor also perceived that the reduced student performance on each assignment by the expert faculty member with network topology scoring strategies where software evaluated the same of cycles did not shift greatly from the first to last assignment, of the human grader. Interestingly, whereas the average score leaves and RMS topology scores more closely mimicked those of the human grader, whereas degrees was most negatively correlated (r = -0.97).

Significant linear models and robust correlations were not generally found for the four different map exercises. The only constant aspect of topology measure identified for our exploratory data analysis across maps 1–4 was a weak but relatively consistent series of correlation r values (0.21, 0.22, 0.17, and 0.23, respectively) between the score (1–5) and cycles measure (Table 1).

The change of student performance on map 1 versus map 4 on all student maps is another focus of comparison in this analysis. The instructor scores indicated that students did much better on the final map than on the first. As shown in Fig. 3, the four automated scoring strategies were compared with these two sets of student maps. The topology count of degrees for each concept map did not vary much from an average score of 4 between the first and last assignments as well as within an assignment when compared among maps scored 1–5 by the instructor. When comparing the first and last assignment, leaves and RMS topology scores more closely mimicked those of the human grader. Interestingly, whereas the average score of cycles did not shift greatly from the first to last assignment, this topology approach did differentiate more than others between maps that scored a 1 versus a 5 within a particular assignment.

A final comparison was made between student performance for the first and last assignment to a combination of both topology measures for hierarchy as well as both measures of cross-linking. As mentioned above, instructor scoring indicated the student performance on the final map, map 4, was much better than the first and showed a shift toward higher scores (Fig. 4A). Underneath the student performance distributions in Fig. 4 are the respective topology comparisons. In measurements related to hierarchy, the count of number of leaves once again increased more than degrees when map 1 was compared with map 4 (Fig. 4B), and a similar correlation was clearly found for the increase in RMS score with regard to cross-linking (Fig. 4C). Yet, as suggested by this replotting of network topology measures and the associated hot spots, it is not necessary to limit use to only a single measurement for hierarchy or cross-linking. A combined strategy may lead to a more robust approach.

Table 1. Summary statistics for maximum scoring concept maps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of Students With the Maximum Score</th>
<th>Averages for Maximum Scoring Concept Maps</th>
<th>Degrees</th>
<th>Leaves</th>
<th>Cycles</th>
<th>RMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Map 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map 3</td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map 4</td>
<td></td>
<td>59</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.82</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The maximum score was 5 of 5 points assigned by the human grader. Correlation is the Pearson product-moment correlation between the series of average topological measures with the series of percentages of students with the maximum score for each map exercise. RMS, root mean square.

The instructor predicted that those students understanding the central importance of certain critical concept words, such as “photosynthesis” in map 1, would likely score the highest on their concept maps. Our analysis of the data tested this hypothesis. Table 2 shows data in the same format as Table 1 of just the subset of student maps that contained the most common “hub” concept words used. The term “hub” is defined here as the concept word with the most links in a particular map. The data appear to support the instructor’s hypothesis. The percentage of students achieving maximum scores increased in Table 2 for all four map exercises, and was most significant for map 1. Overall, a Fisher’s exact test between the consensus and alternative major hub word sets of concept maps for the maximum score, 5 (58 and 33, respectively), versus other scores, 1–4 (82 and 93, respectively, including 3 maps that had been assigned a score of 0 due to an inability to interpret any meaning by the human grader) was significant (P = 0.01), and there was an odds ratio of 2:1. A Mann-Whitney U-test, however, between all five possible scores of concept maps with the consensus major hub word (n = 140) and scores of maps having an alternative hub word (n = 123) was insignificant (P = 0.126). This discrepancy in significance may be due to the contrasting criteria for assigning a nonmaximal score on a simple ordinal scale. For Table 2, the trend was again found where RMS most positively correlated (r = 0.68) with the human grader scores, whereas degrees was most negatively correlated (r = -0.97).

Significant linear models and robust correlations were not generally found for the four different map exercises. The only constant aspect of topology measure identified for our exploratory data analysis across maps 1–4 was a weak but relatively consistent series of correlation r values (0.21, 0.22, 0.17, and 0.23, respectively) between the score (1–5) and cycles measure (Table 1).

The change of student performance on map 1 versus map 4 on all student maps is another focus of comparison in this analysis. The instructor scores indicated that students did much better on the final map than on the first. As shown in Fig. 3, the four automated scoring strategies were compared with these two sets of student maps. The topology count of degrees for each concept map did not vary much from an average score of 4 between the first and last assignments as well as within an assignment when compared among maps scored 1–5 by the instructor. When comparing the first and last assignment, leaves and RMS topology scores more closely mimicked those of the human grader. Interestingly, whereas the average score of cycles did not shift greatly from the first to last assignment, this topology approach did differentiate more than others between maps that scored a 1 versus a 5 within a particular assignment.

A final comparison was made between student performance for the first and last assignment to a combination of both topology measures for hierarchy as well as both measures of cross-linking. As mentioned above, instructor scoring indicated the student performance on the final map, map 4, was much better than the first and showed a shift toward higher scores (Fig. 4A). Underneath the student performance distributions in Fig. 4 are the respective topology comparisons. In measurements related to hierarchy, the count of number of leaves once again increased more than degrees when map 1 was compared with map 4 (Fig. 4B), and a similar correlation was clearly found for the increase in RMS score with regard to cross-linking (Fig. 4C). Yet, as suggested by this replotting of network topology measures and the associated hot spots, it is not necessary to limit use to only a single measurement for hierarchy or cross-linking. A combined strategy may lead to a more robust approach.

DISCUSSION

This National Science Foundation (NSF)-funded project developed a new assessment tool, the Concept Connector, which consists of a web-based, concept mapping Java applet.
Concept maps with consensus hubs are those maps that share in common the most interconnected consensus major hub word for the map exercise ($n = 140$). The most consensus hub words for the map exercises were as follows: 1. photosynthesis; 2. genes; 3. natural selection; and 4. natural selection or ecosystems. The maximum score was 5 of 5 points assigned by the human grader. For those concept maps with consensus hubs, correlation is the Pearson product-moment correlation between the series of average topological measures with the series of percentages of students with the maximum score for each map exercise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Averages for Maximum Scoring Concept Maps</th>
<th>Percentage of Students With the Maximum Score</th>
<th>Degrees</th>
<th>Leaves</th>
<th>Cycles</th>
<th>RMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Map 1</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map 2</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map 3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map 4</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>−0.97</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>−0.48</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Summary statistics for maximum scoring concept maps with consensus Hubs

With automatic scoring and feedback functionality, the Concept Connector tool was designed to enable students in large introductory science classes to visualize their thinking online and receive immediate formative feedback. Further details concerning the goals and methodology of this project have been previously published (31, 32).

Development of online tools: software at work. Our research group created a new online tool to help students build visual models. As mentioned above, the Concept Connector drawing software is a Java applet available for download from the ctools server (http://ctools.msu.edu). We have released two versions of the Concept Connector software: 1) a tiny concept map drawing applet, which is easy to set up with minimal computer knowledge and can be served from personal Mac, Linux, or PC computers; and 2) the full suite of Concept Connector software applications with Robograder, which may require the help of a system administrator to deploy on your own Linux PC server. In addition, with some seed money from the NSF, we also created a spin off of the Concept Connector software applications with Robograder, which may require the help of a system administrator to deploy on your own Linux PC server. In addition, with some seed money from the NSF, we also created a spin off of the Concept Connector software called GUIDE, which allows students to build a cycle form of concept mapping used by geologists called “box diagrams.” Since box diagrams are very restricted in the format and number of correct answers possible, Robograder can give students feedback for 100% of their propositions. There’s a call for the use of cyclic concept maps in education literature, so this new software may be a very helpful tool (41).

While the availability of online concept mapping software is quite limited and software that attempts to automatically score a student’s concept map is even more rare, several other groups have attempted similar work. The “Reasonable Fallible Analyzer” software developed by Dr. Tom Conlon at the University of Edinburgh (15) gives numeric scores and hints to the student and enables the student to appeal their score. This software is not online and is limited to older Macintosh operating systems. Another is “Betty’s Brain,” developed at Vanderbilt University (3), where students must build concept maps to “teach” an artificial agent, a cartoon character named Betty. They then test Betty’s learning by posing questions and evaluating if the answers are correct. The software is not online and currently only works with a small set of maps of biological processes, like the food chain, photosynthesis, and the waste cycle. A third system, which uses what the authors call “construct on scaffold” and “construct by self” approaches (9), was developed in Taiwan and provides evaluation results and hints to students by comparing the student’s map with that of an expert. This program is Chinese language only and limits students when creating their concept maps to a short list of concept and linking words identical to those used in the expert criterion map. Dr. Roy Clariana has develop several “Mapper” applications at Penn State University that can score student essays or concept maps by comparing them with expert texts/maps as well as using a variety of distance (network proximity) data. His software can turn a student essay into a rudimentary concept map and then evaluate it. This software works well if the students limit the words they use to those of the expert answers (44). The criterion-related validity of this system has been found to be good (11). Finally, faculty members of the National Center for Research on Evaluation, Standards, and Student Testing at the University of California developed the only other known online tool that automatically scores concept maps. Their “Concept Mapper” software is a web-based Java applet that has automated scoring via a match-to-expert algorithm using expert maps as templates. Like most others, this software limits the number of words that students can use to those on a list used by the expert. They examined the validity of concept mapping as a measure of elementary students’ scientific understanding (24, 28).

Development of instruction: faculty and students at work. Our initial interest in using visual models stems from a repeated observation on multiple-choice exams that many of our best physiology students could remember numerous details about the replication of DNA while not even comprehending the basic hierarchy that chromosomes have genes made of DNA. As we examined different topic areas in biology, this type of problem persisted. We found that spending more time teaching about scale and hierarchy (talking and waving our hands) did not change the students’ performance, but using concept maps appeared to be an effective approach. Models are one of the common ways of representing phenomena in science; they are “the main vehicle by which science actually produces its explanations and predictions” (8). Using visual models to represent a hypothesis and communicate ideas is common practice in science (10). As a result, we worked with biology, chemistry, physics, and geology faculty members and their students using design methodologies (14, 43) to create a number of concept map exercises designed to work well in large introductory science classrooms.

We found that while time is always limited in the lecture period, when students were given opportunities to build concept maps by hand with the guidance of the instructor, they then quickly grasped the idea. In addition, it only took a 5-min introduction to the software in lecture, best if done by calling on a student to demonstrate, to give a tour that was considered satisfactory by the students. Students can quickly gain an appreciation for some of the subtleties of making a good map as a result of their instructor taking a few minutes at the start of the lecture to review samples of the best hierarchy and connections done by peers on an assignment.

In our own work with even these very small concept maps, the variation in student creative approaches to mapping their ideas is great. Since our students tend to succeed best on exams by looking for linear paths to solutions, thinking about multiple
Fig. 3. Software-based measurement compared with human scoring of student maps. Human expert scoring of student maps from a biology course was evaluated in conjunction with automated analyses of trends in the map data. A: Illustrations indicating what the degrees, leaves, cycles, and root mean square (RMS) topology approaches count when measuring a student concept map (see METHODS for more detail). B: respective charts that compare the human grader scores versus software-based measures of maps completed at the start of the course on map 1 with those at the end on map 4 (n = 75 and 41 students, respectively). Each chart separates and individually compares map sets that received scores of 1 (low) to 5 (high) from the instructor on the y-axis to the topology measure on the x-axis. The whiskers are drawn to data points within 1.5 \times \text{length of the interquartile range} away from the lower and upper quartile boundaries.
paths to an answer like those in physiology can challenges our "best" students most of all. We observed that even our graduate students and faculty colleagues sometimes found a simple 10-item concept map assignment designed for freshmen to be an engaging challenge and would debate the best organization and linking words/relationships. In addition, because the concept map as defined by Novak strongly values the element of hierarchy, the arrangement of top versus subordinate concept words can vary considerably depending on the context. One student might design a cell biology concept map from an anatomic context, yet another might design it from an energy context or the context of the biosynthesis of insulin. Even with the same set of 10 words, this allows for a variety of different student-generated maps to have the potential of being equally good. The question and context posed by the instructor for the assignment direct the student and can further refine what a good map should look like. For all student maps, the area we depend upon most to be the same is the validity of the connecting words chosen to characterize a relationship between two concepts. These linking words or phrases are more often clearly correct or incorrect. We occasionally found certain words that mean different things depending on which disciplinary context is involved; this generated enlightening discussions among faculty members about aligning the use of language in introductory courses across different science disciplines.

Development of automated scoring: network topology approaches enhance a grading matrix. Web-based concept mapping can enable students to save, revisit, reflect on, share, and explore complex problems in a seamless, fluid manner from any computer on the internet (38). As mentioned above, currently, instructor-provided grading matrices (in the form of spreadsheets) have enabled Robograder’s automated scoring of student concept maps to successfully grade 9,205 of the 35,404 student-made propositions (26%) in our database. We are seeking additional complementary approaches to increase that percentage as well as give feedback regarding map structure and hierarchy (35–37).

We are pursuing several strategies to improve Robograder: (1) using approaches that are topological to recognize patterns
in visual models that are frequently associated with good quality mapping; 2) using pedagogy to include students in a peer review of concept maps, and perhaps contribute via wiki, and, as a result, build greater numbers of quality correct propositions in the grading matrix over time; and 3) using online dictionaries and thesaurus software to immediately recognize acceptable misspellings as well as related synonyms and antonyms. In a separate study of WordNet, we found that the online electronic lexical database and thesaurus were very successful supplementing the finite set of answers provided by faculty instructors, a resource that has also been used in other investigations of concept map data (7, 18, 23).

The automated grading approaches presented in this report were based on the network structure of the student concept maps. Methodologies using map network patterns related to hierarchy (leaves and degrees) and cross-linking (cycles and RMS) were evaluated. In this case study, software-based scoring approaches that focused on topology measurements termed RMS and leaves correlated best with the human grader’s own holistic approaches. This may either relate to how exposition (RMS) and detail (leaves) may drive either quality thinking of the part of the student or interpretation of that thinking on the part of the audience (e.g., the instructor).

The combination of multiple methods like those mentioned above could be a very powerful addition to our current assessment approaches. Our future efforts will likely be directed toward relating topological form to the potentially autogradable semantic interactions between concepts. The capacity to analyze and verify these predictions will grow in power with the accumulation of additional data and classroom-to-classroom comparisons. More studies of this sort may point to topological approaches that can be used automatically online to increase the number of propositions on a student concept map with which Robograder could give substantive positive and negative feedback. These approaches combined with answers provided by instructors, experts, and students in an online environment (perhaps driven by a wiki) has the potential to assist faculty members in grading student maps with efficiency and accuracy in large introductory courses.

A number of other researchers have pursued parallel studies into the development of a tool for automatic classification of concept maps based on a topological taxonomy that distinguishes novice from expert maps (47). The Novak and Cañas group developed what is likely the most sophisticated desktop-based concept mapping software, CmapTools. They also recently created a topological taxonomy of concept maps (6) and an associated software feature in CmapTools, the automatic topological classifier, designed to assess the quality of student-made concept maps based on their structural complexity (45). Their research supports and extend our findings with topological measures.

More studies of this sort may point to alternative approaches that can be used automatically online to increase the number of propositions on a student concept map with which Robograder could give that feedback. Our group is also currently studying approaches allow the concepts of structure, behavior, and function to be modeled in maps (26, 27). This strategy may be more flexible and revealing than traditional concept maps. In the near future, we hope visual modeling with software like the Concept Connector and its feature Robograder will aid our colleagues in large introductory science classes to use an additional tool in teaching and assessment. Beyond the multiple-choice exam and note learning, challenging students to wrestle with the new ideas of science within the boundary of a concept map with responsive feedback may begin to help direct them toward expert knowledge and higher-level learning (33, 35, 50).
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